Allowed beta decay is studied using the elementary particle approach including all second forbidden terms. Model independent forms are given for various spectrum and correlation effects with parent polarization and/or orientation and for delayed particle emission correlations. The restrictions due to various symmetry assumptions are analyzed, as well as the problem of Coulomb corrections. We comment on past and future experiments in this realm.
, but many either omit recoil effects or include them in a model-dependent framework, generally based on the nuclear impulse approximation. The "elementary pa, r-* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation.
Reviews of Modern Physics, Vol. 46, No. 4, October 1974 Recent experiments have begun to probe the effects of so-called recoil terms in allowed (61 = 0, &1; "no") nuclear and hyperon beta decays (Garcia, 1971 ; Lee, Mo, and Wu, 1963 ; I indquist et a/. ; 1971, Tribble and Garvey, 1974) . Measurement of such terms, e.g. , the induced tensor, can provide important information conerning nuclear structure (Preston, 1962) , the correctness of the conserved vector current hypothesis (Bernstein and Lewis, 1958 , Bouchiat, 1959 , the existence of second class currents (Beg and Bernstein, 1972; Holstein and Treiman, 1971 ; Weinberg, 1958; Wilkinson, 1970b) , etc. There are two distinct types of recoil terms which must be dealt with. The first, of which weak magnetism is an example, is of the order of momentum transfer q divided by the duct'eon mass m. Since q is typically several MeV, while the nucleon mass is about one GeV, changes in decay spectra due to weak magnetism are generally a percent or so of the dominant Fermi and Gamow -Teller contributions. Nevertheless, these are measurable and can be appreciable if the leading contribution is suppressed for some reason. A second type of recoil term depends upon the nuclear radius R.
For parity reasons it contributes-quadratically in order q'R'~L 6(q/m)A'tsar'. Again such corrections can be of the order of several percent. Both types of effects must be included in analysis of precise allowed P-spectra measurements.
Copyright Qc 1974 American Physical Society 789 ticle" viewpoint (Kim and Primakoff, 1965a; Kim and Primakoff, 1965b) attempts to reformulate beta decay theory so as to specify those expressions which are generally valid and those containing approximations. We attempt to separate the purely kinematic structure, the electromagnetic interaction between electron and nucleus, and the modeldependent analysis of nuclear matrix elements. Nuclei are, as far as calculations of the decay spectra are concerned, designated only by their intrinsic spin and parity and by their external four-momentum. In the next section we define notation and decompose the matrix element connecting initial and final nuclei via the weak hadronic current in terms of known kinematic terms multiplied by corresponding structure functions or form factors. In the absence of recoil there are, of course, only two such form factorsthe Fermi and Gamow -Teller matrix elements. With inclusion of recoil to first order in q/m, q'R' there are in general ten such structure function's, Ave associated with the polar vector and 6ve with the axial vector current. For transitions involving low spins the number is, however, reduced. All spectra can be calculated in terms of the form factors without any assumptions about nuclear wave functions or the form of the hadronic current. Nuclear model dependence and effects due to the strong interactions are contained in the structure functions, which play the role of reduced matrix elements in the conventional analysis.
Section III analyzes the restrictions placed on these form factors by various assumptions of symmetries possessed by the hadronic current. Time reversal invariance requires that each structure function be real. The conserved vector current assumption of Feynman and Gell-Mann reduces the number of independent polar vector form factors from five to three and relates these three to measurable electromagnetic phenomena. The assumption that second class currents are not present in the weak current reduces the number of form factors to three polar vector and three axial vector terms if an analog decay is under discussion. In the case of nonanalog beta decay there. is no reduction in the number of form factors, but a relation between the form factors of corresponding mirror transitions emerges.
Having produced the structural framework in which to analyze the decay process, the calculational machinery is activated, and the decay spectra are given in Sec. IV for (i) decay of polarized (and oriented) nuclei, (ii) P-particle correlation effects for a situation in which the daughter nucleus (from the P-decay of an unpolarized parent) itself undergoes a decay into a granddaughter nucleus and an additional alpha particle or (possibly polarized) Sec. VII we look at the current experimental situation and suggest some possibilities for future experimental work.
Similar calculations can, of course, be performed for forbidden P-processes (Armstrong and Kim, 1972b) . Nevertheless, we shall discuss here only the allowed case as it forms perhaps the most important class of P-decay phenomena and includes analog transitions, which, as we shall demonstrate, constitute an important reservoir of information about symmetries of the hadronic current.
II. DEFINITIONS
For definiteness we consider the case of electron decay. Modifications 3E -E, -3p f.
For the familiar case of hyperon P-decay (j = j' = i2), one can write for the matrix element of the weak current
« I I. I -)
Here gv(g~) is the conventional vector (axial-vector) coupling constant, gs(gi) is the induced scalar (pseudoscalar), and g~(grr) is the weak magnetism (induced tensor) term. All aspects of the decay spectra can be analyzed in terms of these six form factors. Our procedure is to reduce the expression in Eq. (5) to a form involving only two-component (Pauli) spinors and then to generalize this version to an arbitrary allowed nuclear P decay.
Suppose parent (daughter) nucleus has spin J(J') and spin component M(M') along some axis of quantization.
A general covariant decomposition of the hadron matrix element has been given by Stech and Schulke (1964) . It is strictly valid in the Breit system but for nuclear beta decay the Breit and laboratory frames are equivalent for practical purposes. The nuclear current depends only on the momentum transfer q. From rotational invariance and parity considerations we have then where G"is the usual weak-coupling constant (G"222"2 10 '), 8, = 15 is the Cabibbo angle, and P is the matrix element of the lepton current' l odd j=l -1 m=-j
For strangeness changing decays we, of course, replace cosP, by sin9, .
In the rest frame of the parent nucleus, let E(y) denote the energy (three-momentum) of the electron and let A: be a unit vector iri the direction of the neutrino momentum. The maximum electron energy allowed by kinematics 
", Fi2" (q') (Mh + 6 (bP -q') ) e(q2)
(1 + 6/2M) -iLFov(q2) (3i) ii2Fo, v(q2) f(q') = -F~i'(q'),
i/2 j2(q') = F»" (q') j3(q') = -F»" (q').
The expansion given in Eq. (7) can easily be generalized into a Cartesian and manifestly covariant form utilized by many practitioners of the elementary particle method (Armstrong and Kim, 1972b; Kim and Primakog, 1965a; Kim and Primak. o8, 1965b; Kudobera and Kim, 1973; Primakoff, 1967; Primakoff, 1970) , as discussed in Appendix A. It is in this form that symmetry restrictions on invariant form factors a(q'),~~~, j3(q') are most apparent. 
Also, we note that we deviate here from the convention used in previous papers, wherein we changed the sign of the induced tensor for electron and positron decays. (Brodine, 1970a; Brodine, 1970b; Callen and Treiman, 1967; Chen, 1969a , Chen, 1969b Holstein, 1972) .
(ii) Conserved vector current (Feynman and GellMann, 1958; Gerschtein and Zeldovich, 1955) (Preston, 1962) I II~SYMMETRIES Thus far we have not assumed any particular restrictions on the hadronic currents V", A ". There are, however, various theoretical ideas about their structure which permit (nuclear-) model independent predictions to be made concerning the values of some of the weak form factors. %e shall explore several of these ideas in this section. 
Thus in the absence of isospin mixing we must have a(q' = 0) = 0 unless rr, P are isotopic analogs.
Another way of seeing this is to note that
On the other hand, if the transition in question involves an istotopic spin sequence wherein both the iso-vector and iso-scalar pieces of the electromagnetic current contribute, then experiments must also be done on a mirror electromagnetic transition in order to isolate the isovector M1
and E2 coeficients via Eq. (23) .
(iii) Second class currents (Beg and Bernstein, 1972; Cabibbo, 1964; Delorme and Rho, 1971a ; Delorme and Rho, 1971b; Delorme and Rho, 1972; Holstein and Treiman, 1971; Rim, 1971; Kim and Fulton, 1971 ; Kubodera, Delorrne, and Rho, 1973; Maiani, 1968; Weinberg, 1958; Wilkinson, 1970; Wilkinson and Alburger, 1970a; Wilkinson and Alburger, 1970b; Wilkinson and Alburger, 1971 
B"A"+ = V2F 222 2@~, where F*B(q') is the contribution to form factor F(q') from the current J"~R.Thus if R = 1, 3, 5,~~~ (Holstein and Treiman, 1971; Kim and Primaizoff, 1969; Rosen, 1972) where Ii = 94 MeV is the pion decay constant. PCAC is, in principle, of no value unless the matrix element of the pion current is known. If we define 0 IIIIB ( q2) bIIB ( q2) pIIB ( q2) gIIB ( q2)
where f s (q'), g s (q') is the p wave (f wave) emission amplitude then the PCAC condition for p wave pion 5 Of course, the antisymmetric component of the lepton tensor changes sign for electron and positron transitions, but V, A inter-(41) ference is forbidden for the total decay rate. emission is c(q') + h(q') (q'/4M') = P&2F zn '/(zzz ' -q')]2Mf u (q') .
which are proportional to the statistical population tensors of rank one through four, respectively. v We construct, from the unit vectors n, traceless symmetric tensors of rank J.
Evaluation at q' = 0 gives~1~2 zJ ( ) c(0) = 2&2MF f p (0) (46) = n, , n, ,~~~n, g -(2J -1) 'Q b, ", n, ,~~~n ;g (P which is the generalized Goldberger -Treiman equation (Goldberger and Treiman, 1958; Frazier and Kim, 1968) relating the off shell p-wave pion coupling constant to the axial vector form factor at zero momentum transfer. Taking the first derivative of Eq. (45) we learn
Similar results obtain if the f wave coupling constant is known. No restriction is placed upon j&(q'), but j3(q') and a form factor nz(q') CJ'3; J ' C&4;z '~n (4zr/9)"'I'4"'(q) X Lq'/(2M) 'g are related to g && (q') .
IV. SPECTRA
If we assume that c'(0) and f~' (0) are known we can predict the value of the induced pseudoscalar form factor h at q' = 0 (Armstrong and Kim, 1972b; Kim and Mintz, 1971 ).
+ [(2J -3) (2J -1)) 'gb "zb, ". , z'z, ,~~~n;~+~~~. 
we define the spectral functions f,(E) i = 1, 2,~~~, 27 via
We have decomposed the nuclear matrix element into a number of kinematic structures, each accompanied by a corresponding invariant form factor, and we have seen the restrictions placed on these form factors by various assumed symmetries. It is now time to relate these form factors to quantities which can be measured experimentally. We compute the decay spectra (with and without detection of nuclear recoil) for the case of a polarized parent and for the case of delayed particle emission from the daughter nucleus of an unpolarized parent.
A. Polarized parent spectra -electron and neutrino momenta known %e suppose the parent nuclei to form an incoherent ensemble with respect to the spin projection M along an axis of quantization described by unit vector n. The polarization (orientation) state of the parent is described by' 
The spectral functions F,(E) are easily found in terms of the f, (E) and the results are listed in Appendix B.
C. Delayed n emission -lectron and neutrino
Next, we analyze a situation in which the daughter nucleus produced in the P-decay process undergoes a subsequent transition to a final nucleus of spin J" with emission of an accompanying cr particle or (possibly polarized) photon. The latter is characterized by a unit vector n along its direction of motion in the laboratory frame (rest frame of the parent nucleus). The spectrum then contains certain kinematic-shift terms associated with the transformation to the lab frame from the rest frame of the P-decay daughter nucleus, wherein the subsequent transition is most simply characterized. In the following it is the spectral functions 8; which express these purely kinematic effects. We find for the delayed n emission G, ' cos'0, 
B. Polarized parent spectra -neutrino unobserved Of course, knowledge of the neutrino momentum involves the dificult job of detecting nuclear recoil, so that most experiments involve an average over neutrino xnomenta.
In that case the spectrum becomes
E2 jv
Identical results obtain for delayed proton or neutron emission (~) if I. is the angular momentum of the proton or neutron with respect to the daughter nucleus and the nucleon polarization is not detected.
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The spectral functions g, (E) and 6;(E, v*, rg g" (L) ) are given in Appendix B. It is interesting to note that g, (E) and f;(E) (see Appendix 8) are identical except for certain sign changes and alteration of the spin sequence dependence. Thus the same information is available in principle either by polarizing (orienting) the initial nucleus or by utilizing delayed particle emission in order to assess the polarization state of the daughter nucleus. Also we emphasize again that the 5,(E, i/, rg g (L) ) are purely kinematic in origin and thus can be used as a check on the experimental procedure. Here v* is the velocity of the n particle in the center of the mass frame of the P-decay daughter, while (L), cuJ~. (L) are coefFicients which depend on the nuclear spin sequence and on the angular momentum I.
of the n particle with respect to the daughter nucleus. They are given in general bỹ If the neutriono is unobserved, the spectrum simplifies to Gp E Ag E, e~, 7g.g~I. n-- 
where a = +1 for right-hand circular polarization = -1 for left-hand circular polarization
and spectral functions g, (E), B,(E, 1, r jj~(l) ) are defined in Appendix B. The correlation coeKcients r j,j~(l), 3J" + 3J' -1 (2l -1) (2l + 3)l(l + 1) (2 j' -1)(2 j' + 1)(2 j'+ 3)( J' -1)(J'+ 2) J'(J'+ 1) X W(3 j'lj";j'l) . -
F. Delayed p emission -neutrino unobserved Finally, if the neutrino is unobserved the spectrum simplifies to 
where G, (E), 6;((E, 1, I'z, z~(l) ) are easily found in terms of g, (E), B,(E, 1, I'g, g" (l) ) and are quoted in Appendix B. (Christenson et (Kim and Mintz, 1971) g~(q') -= (2m)'g~(q')/(q' -m-), (64) &Plv. +A, I-& = f d'r,~~~d'rgyP(r,~~r~) Pba(R) Finally gs(q'), g»(q') are the induced scalar, induced. tensor form factors. If we assume the absence of second class currents these form factors must vanish, as discussed in Sec. III since n, p constitute an isotopic doublet.
One now performs a Foldy -Wouthuysen transformation in order to find the nonrelativistic form of the interaction and generalizes the resultant expression to a system of A free nucleons (Huffaker and Greuling, 1963; Rose and Osborne, 1954) . We find a(q') = (1 + 6/2M) -'gr(q') x Lola + -', (q' -a')os"+-'aolz". j b(q')-: At g~(q') oltgr + gi (q') oui, g, c(q') = (1+ b/2M) 'g~(q')LOEgv + -'(q' -bP)OIt'. "' + Ll/6(10) '~'jolz, y(26' + q') + A (6/2M) oil,l, + -, '65K. ,"I, d(q') -(1 + 6/2M) 'g~(q') I. -ollgr --' , (q' -6') oR + (10)-i~2oTz, "(Ma~-, '(a2 -q2) )
e(q') = (1+ 6/2M) 'gr(q')LOltp+ -, '(q' -6')OR, '
-(2M/3)OlZ, . "Ãg,( q ) j f(q') = gr(q') 2MOltt, , "), -r,+o;q exp( iq r, ) -Lq/(2m)'jgp(q'). (66) Here the upper (lower) signs designate electron (positron) decay.
Finally, we expand the exponential factors, take matrix elements, and compare with the decomposition given in Eq. (7) . We find as the impulse approximation predictions" orat'~= &p II zr'+(r'~y') ll~&, X a,"I(r,) II violates the PCAC condition in the impulse approximation, and again emphasizes the possible inadequacies of the impulse approximation in recoil order (Armstrong and Kim, 1972b; Holstein, 1974b; Krmpotic and Tadic, 1969 Fig. 1 .
The main contribution to the electromagnetic interaction is the Coulomb field between nucleus and outgoing lepton.
One can take therefore to a good approximation a = n' and P = P'. Assuming the nuclear Coulomb potentials produced by initial and final nuclei are identical, we then find Blin-Stoyle and Rosina, 1965; Hu6aker and Laird, 1967; Schulke, 1964; Wilkinson 1970a) T -(Gv/W2) cos8, f d'r f I d'l/(22r)')(P~(r, P)
Q"(p,r) = 2 exp(~v/2)LI I'(~+ iv) I/I'(2y+ 1) "F("Na)~'"Ne*(1.63 MeU) + e (e+) + r, (1,) "Ne+ y Since their values in the absence. of electromagnetism are generally unknown, this is not a serious problem. Secondly, there are inelastic terms wherein the exchange of a virtual photon with the outgoing electron or positron causes transitions to other nuclear states. These can become important in case the transition -though allowed -is hindered for some reason. However, we shall not discuss these further.
The form of the impulse approximation is also altered by the presence of the electromagnetic interaction. In order to maintain gauge invariance we must modify the interaction Hamiltonian (Eq. 
thus con6rming the CVC hypothesis in this transition.
An alternate test of CVC involves the P -'a correlation in the mass 8 system (cf. Fig. 3 ) ( (Calaprice, 1974; Morita, 1973) Most practitioners of the so-called elementary particle approach (Armstrong and Kim, 1972b; Kim and Primakoff, 1965a; Kim and Primakoff, 1965b; Kubodera and Rim, 1973; Primakoff, 1967; Primakoff, 1970) Recoil effects have in general been omitted in the measurement of Coulomb mixing via circular polarization experiments (Bloom, Mann, and Miskel, 1962 
F, (E, u, v, (ulu2; v3) 3u + 3u -1 5L(2u -1) (2u + 3) 7'i'
In the above the spin-dependent functions y", "P, "", etc. The modification of the spectral functions F, (E, u, v, s) (810) due to Coulomb effects are found to be (8.R. Holstein, 1974a) For the delayed a or photon emissions -Eqs. (53) 
